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Dedicated to improving mechanical site prep techniques to achieve the best plantation production possible.

Seedling survival is critical to profitability of plantation forestry. Every empty space where a seedling did not 
survive still has to be nurtured for the life of the plantation. All maintenance and overhead costs are still 
shared by an empty space.

Removing debris from the plow strip will provide full, and void free cultivation. Discs can’t fully cultivate when 
working through heavy debris.  Seedlings will not survive if there are too many air voids.

Plow path clearing

For seventy years or more, vee shears mounted on 
large bulldozers have cleared in front of the plow in 
US forestry sites. 

However, in the Southern hemisphere where 
forestry is in a drier climate, the stumps appear to 
be harder to shear and vee shearing becomes a bit 
too expensive.

One person who did develop a shear which was 
very effective in South African conditions was Rod 
Genricks. who built the unit shown below. It could 
cut through old coppiced gum stumps which had been harvested for pit props up to six times.

  

  

This shear, however, required a 400 HP dozer to handle it.          Eucalypt stumps that have been 
         coppiced multiple times.                         

                                                                                                                    

Vee shears still have their place in forestry. When row width or row direction needs to be changed in high 
stump sites, there is no alternative.  As well, vee shears are invaluable for fire fighting and control.

Davec has supplied a clip-on vee shear for a D6, which has worked very well for Chester Crossing at 
Toolara, Queensland.
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Broadacre raking of harvest debris is quite possible with a robust side delivery pinwheel rake. These rakes 
may come back in if the plantation industry is able to profitably utilise the debris as biomass, perhaps feeding 
these clean windrows directly into a mulcher.

  

As you can see the rotary rake leaves it clean; however, it is now not acceptable to burn the raked windrows.
 
The solution is to simply move the debris out of the path to be cultivated. As shown below. Debris is left close 
to where it was created.

 

This debris-free plow path was cleared with a coulter and pinwheel vee rake. It was not expensive, probably 
no more than chopper rolling.  Now it can be fully cultivated with no debris to create air voids.



 Davec Equipment now has a system to economically clear the plow path with a lot less 
horsepower, and do it faster than shearing or broadacre raking.
It is based on using a very large coulter to cut completely through the debris so it can be 
parted and moved just far enough to leave a clearway for cultivation.

Nuland Contractors at Hamilton, Vic. took to the coulter concept and built a dozer mounted unit 
with a heavy drag chain to bust open the cut debris, parting it to allow the rotary vee rake to 
completely clear the plow path. Unfortunately the heavy drag chain soaks up a lot of horsepower, 
particularly at speed. 

  

Nuland have also fitted a 2.4 metre coulter to the centre of a chevron blade chopper. All existing 
choppers could be converted to this central coulter; however, I feel that the horizontal blades 
should be removed for at least 600 mm either side of the coulter to ensure more weight is on the 
coulter.

The concept has now been taken further by replacing the chain and fitting a floating, release-tyned 
rake to positively open up the cleared plow path behind the coulter. The unit can be mounted to the 
flat back of a D6, D7 or D8 size dozer, or as a direct lift on the back of a heavy skidder.

                  DMCV4       Weight 6.5 tonne                            SMCV4   Weight 5 tonnes

Operates at comfortable dozer speed 4-6 km/hr
Clears a strip 1.5 metres wide.
Works over stumps and along the stump line.
Can be used directly after harvest.

Operates at comfortable skidder speed 5-8 K/h
Clears a strip 600 wide with two tynes.
Requires large skidder.
Lift arms are attached to log arch for lifting 
utilising arch hydraulics.
Faster than DMC4 but requires vee rake on 
following pass to completely clear plow path.



The 2700 mm diameter coulter cuts through harvest debris so that the tynes can drag the debris away from 
the cut line. If conditions are suitable, the higher potential speed of the skidder and the momentum of the 
coulter, increases the cutting action. 
The tyne assembly pivots up from a rest position which has a rubber buffer. As well, each individual tyne is 
hydraulically pressured down to ensure tynes are able to float over stumps but still have enough pressure to 
drag the cut ends of even long lengths around and out of the cleared strip.

Full Cultivation is important

Once the plow path has been cleared of debris, it is possible to fully cultivate the seedling microsite.
Unfortunately standard Savannah bedding plows, which I designed 30 years ago, do not cultivate the centre 
of the bed. The aim then was to build a plow that would build a HIGH bed in any condition.

Photo at right shows double cultivation on 
the left, and no cultivation on the right.  

Full cultivation – under two years old

For sites where the plow path has been cleared, Davec is now offering a full cultivation plow body, either as a 
completed unit or as a kit which can be welded together by the customer.  This is the Davec Model 274 GP. 
This body is available with a base plates to suit either Magnum (70 mm) or Tomahawk (50 mm) jump arms.

The Model 274GP body can be attached 
to Savannah Four point lift kit, 3 Point 
Linkage, or it can have a drawbar and rear 
wheel carriage attached to create a trailing 
plow.

DAVEC Model 274GP Bare Body



Clients with existing Magnum or Tomahawk plows can remove their jump arms and hydraulic cylinders and 
simply bolt and pin them to this body, to create a full cultivation plow.

Call for a price on the kit. Fabrication is simple as plates have tags and recesses for accurate positioning. 

The Model 274GP plow body can be converted to a trailing plow with the addition of a drawbar and rear 
wheel carriage. Linkage brackets are set up for a floating roller or a bed shaper as shown here. 

  

It is possible to ensure high and acceptable survival rates by planting into clean, debris free cultivation.

Equipment is available to do it right now. 
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